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New Door Sign
This poster summarizes the contents of our current Light and Colour Show. Thousands of visitors have seen
the Light and Colour show at the BIG Little Science Centre. It has changed over the years, but still fascinates
visitors of all ages. The show illustrates a variety of ways that light can be produced, some examples of
fluorescence and phosphorescence, colour light mixing, reflection and refraction, internal reflection and fibre
optics. We use our ‘magic mirror’ (a half-silvered mirror) to show youngsters what they will look like when
they are very, very old.

KEG (Kamloops Exploration Group)
will sponsor May 5 Invitational Science Day Camp See Page 8
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I Don’t Understand It, But It Worked!
Gordon R. Gore

A few years back, the road in front of my house was dug up so that new main water pipes could be installed. Every sort of modern
earthmoving machine known to man was employed to do the job. Therefore, it was puzzling to look out the window and see one of the
workers happily searching for the location of water pipes going to houses, using two welding rods bent at an angle of 900. If I
remember correctly, he held the rods loosely, one in each hand, and walked across the area in question slowly, until the rods
mysteriously changed alignment, pointing down. This signified the presence of a water pipe below.

Now this fellow was not putting on a show. He was performing a serious task, and his procedure worked! I’d heard of
‘dowsing’, but assumed it was one of those “Oh sure, and I’m Santa Claus!” hoaxes that one occasionally reads about. I went out to
the road and looked at what he was using, and he explained how to make my own ‘water witching’ apparatus. So I did! If I remember
correctly, I used two iron coat hangers, which were cut and shaped into right angles. Well, it worked for me, too!

There must be some psychological reason why it worked for yours truly. Perhaps because I knew where the pipes were, I was
somehow influencing the performance of my low-tech dowsing rods. Therefore, I drilled holes in two plastic film containers and used
them as ‘insulating’ holders for the metal rods. That way I would not be directly touching the rods and subtly influencing their
‘decision’ to point downward.

It still worked!
Moreover, so far, the guys in the white lab coats have not come to take me away.
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Third Invitational Science Day Camp
BIG Little Science Centre May 5 2008

Notice to School Administrators and Teachers
A Third Invitational Science Day Camp at the BIG Little

Science Centre is planned for May 5, 2008, which is a professional
development day for some teachers in SD 73. Preference will be given to
schools that submit lists of specific names first. Topics in chemistry and
electricity are probably best suited for Grades 5-8; however, especially
keen younger children might be able to benefit from what we do. We shall
probably limit the number of campers to 20. To date we already have 6
students booked in, so there are 14 openings. The program will be similar
to the first two camps, with a few changes and additions. The day camp
goes from 8:30 AM (sign in) to 2:15 PM. There is no charge for the
invitational camps, because they are sponsored. The first two camps were
sponsored by ASTTBC. The third camp will be sponsored by Kamloops
Exploration Group (KEG). Campers are provided with snacks and lunch.
We aim these camps at responsible young people who are keen about
science and enjoy working with other keen science students in the district.
Feedback about previous camps has been very positive.

Please contact Gordon Gore by e-mail at grgore@telus.net .
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Science Fun for Your Family
Water Pressure

Figure 1
Try This!

Figure 1 shows two plastic bottles of different capacities. If these bottles are all filled to the same height, and a
hole is drilled near the bottom of each bottle, in which case will the water leak out at highest pressure (and
therefore highest speed)?

1. Drill a hole the same diameter (about 5 mm) and the same distance from the bottom (about 5 cm) in each of
the plastic bottles. [One way to drill the holes precisely is to fill the bottles with water, then freeze the water
by placing the uncapped bottles in a freezer overnight. Drill the holes into the ice-filled bottles, and then let
the water melt.]

2. Using a permanent felt pen marker, draw a circle around each bottle at the height of the holes, and another
circle at a height of 20 cm above the bottom of each bottle.

3. Cover each hole with a piece of masking tape. Leave a tab on the tape so that it can be stripped off easily
and quickly.

4. Predict what will happen if both bottles are filled with water to the same height (20 cm), and the tape is
pulled off both bottles at the same instant. Out of which of the bottles will water travel faster and further?

5. Try it! (You will need some teamwork to do this with both bottles at once!)

Do your testing outdoors in a paved area where there is no traffic.

The two streams of water will travel out at the same speed, and go the same distance. Water pressure depends
on the height of the water above the hole. Pressure is force per unit area, and the width of the bottle does not
matter. A fatter bottle will have a greater force of gravity on the water above its bottom surface, but the force
acting on a unit area (that is, the pressure) depends only on the height of the water in the bottle.

What You Need

1, 1-litre plastic pop bottle
1, 2-litre plastic pop bottle
1, drill (about 5 mm diameter)

Adult help may be required.
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Johannes Kepler (1571-1630):
He revealed the true workings of the eye and founded the field of

optics, along with formulating the three laws of planetary motion.
Dr. C. J. (Kip) Anastasiou

Professor Emeritus, Faculty of Education, University of British Columbia

Johannes Kepler was a child of a very unstable home. His father was a mercenary who was rarely at

home and when he was there was reported to have been a wife-beater and was suspected of other violent acts.

His mother, apparently nosy and argumentative, earned a rather dicey living selling potions and other remedies

and in old age was tried and acquitted as a witch. Johannes was an unusually sickly child but was early

recognized to have a brilliant mind. His grandfather owned an inn, and seems to have been a stabilizing influence

and was instrumental in advancing Kepler’s education.

He was a very introspective child and as he grew up, he appears to have been constantly assessing how

he dealt with his social and intellectual environment. Because of his brilliance, he was selected to go to the best

schools. But he appears to have harboured constant self-doubts about his relationships with his fellow students.

He considered himself to be “like a housedog”, constantly submissive to his teachers and others he considered to

be his superiors, and snapping at those who he perceived to be his equals or inferiors. Although he was a

brilliant student, he seemed always to be looking for approval.

He studied at the Lutheran university at Tubingen and his most fervent ambition was to become a

professor at Tubingen or even at some other university. That would have been the ultimate approval. Though he

tried repeatedly, he was never granted a university position and he never received that ultimate approval. About

the time he completed his studies at Tubingen, he was removed from his beloved university to teach

mathematics in Graz in a secondary school. He was bitterly disappointed but bent to the will of his professors.

It was here that he began thinking about astronomy and how God must have arranged the planets in a very

special manner. Kepler was Lutheran and deeply religious. His early astronomical theorizing reflected his

religiosity. Possibly since he had smallpox as a child, which affected his eyes, he chose to do his theorizing

based on other astronomers observations and put his brilliant mind to work to make sense of observations and

to explain Gods handiwork. His first publication was an attempt to relate the distances between the planets to

the various geometrical solids, and they did almost fit. From a modern point of view, it is quite a bizarre idea,

but it won him considerable acclaim. Perhaps observations that are more precise would fit and this would give

what Kepler wanted above all: even more acclaim. He knew where better observations could be had: the

nobleman, Tycho Brahe’s precise observations. He also tried to relate the spacing of the planets to musical

harmonics, possibly taking his cue from some of the ancients, the Greeks, who also tried to relate harmonics to

the movement of the planets – the ‘music of the spheres’. As his idea was described, the planets passing

through the ‘air’ of space, would act very much like a lyre in a strong wind and produce some sort of harmonic.

He published on these ideas late in life.

How the planets are arranged was of fundamental interest to Kepler. In ancient times, Ptolemy described

a solar system in which the sun and all of the planets (and the stars for that matter), circled around a stationary

earth. On his death in 1543, Nicalaus Copernicus published a sun-centered arrangement in which the planets

again, circled, but this time around the sun with the stars on a crystalline sphere outside of the planets. Tyco, in

the late 1500’s, couldn’t agree with a moving earth, so he proposed a very complicated system in which all the

known planets except earth revolved around the sun, but the sun and it’s revolving planets revolved around a

stationary earth! Wow! Kepler left Tubingen solidly in the Copernican camp, never to leave.
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Kepler, as a Lutheran, was under heavy stress while Graz came under strict Catholic rule. He was forced

to flee the city and by luck and his developing fame, caught a ride to Prague where Tycho Brahe had invited

Kepler to join him. And Tyco had about 40 years of accurate observations of the planets and stars.

Kepler was welcomed by Tyco and hired as an assistant, but promised money from the Emperor was

very slow in coming and over the months, Kepler grew very impatient, particularly because he was obviously

not going to get easy access to the coveted observations. Eventually, Tyco put him in charge of the Mars data

and what wonderful data it was. His job was to confirm the Tychonic planetary system. But it was not enough

to make Kepler happy. He was after all a Copernican. Kepler wrote angry letters about Tyco and contacted

other astronomers in an effort to obtain access to Tyco’s data through them secretly. None responded to

Kepler’s requests. Eventually Tyco, long suffering, arranged a meeting with Emperor Rudolph so he could

introduce Kepler to him and propose new astronomical tables based on Tyco’s observations to be known as the

Rudolphine Tables. The emperor was delighted and finally granted Kepler a guaranteed salary – the meeting was

a great success. A few days after this meeting Tyco fell ill and after a second and fatal dose of mercury poison,

he died, directing that the observations should remain in the family. Within two days, Kepler was named to

replace Tyco as Imperial Mathematician and all 37 volumes of the observations were loaded up and gone with

Kepler. What’s the old expression: “Go figure.”

The idea was that Kepler would use the observations to construct the Rudolphine Tables. But that

didn’t happen until about 22 years later.

Kepler began an extensive program of analysis and theorizing using Tyco’s data and resisting Tyco’s

family’s efforts to regain the data. Kepler had a brilliant mind and put it to fruitful use, and soon was able to

determine that the orbit of Mars was an elipse and not a circle and followed that discovery with elucidating the

three laws of planetary motion. In between his researches on the planets, he worked out how the eye works and

published material that formed the basis of the study of optics.

Eventually the family regained the observations but did little to advance the Rudolphine Tables and

Tyco’s son Georg returned them to Kepler who agreed to complete the tables.

Eventually overcoming his earlier hesitation to make observations, he discovered a supernova in 1604,

the third and last to appear in the just past millennium. Tyco described the second and the first occurred in the

10 hundreds.

In 1608, the telescope was invented and one of the first to apply it to astronomy was Galileo. His

discovery in 1610 of four moons around Jupiter was hailed with great excitement and Kepler, using a borrowed

telescope, was the first to confirm the discovery. He became very interested in the telescope and used his work

on optics to make important improvements.

For the rest of his life, Kepler worked fairly continuously to complete the Rudolphine Tables,

completing them in 1623. In tribute to Tyco’s precise observations, which made the tables possible, Kepler gave

Tyco Brahe first authorship.

Kepler died in 1630 after contracting a fever. He was buried with great ceremony, but his grave has been

lost over time. He was certainly one of the greats on whose shoulders later philosophers of science stood.

Newton, Faraday, Maxwell, and Einstein among others followed.
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Serendipity in Physics (1): The Discovery of X-Rays
Serendipity: “the lucky knack of finding important things by accident”

[Harcourt Brace Dictionary of Canadian English]

Gordon R. Gore

German physicist Wilhelm Konrad Röntgen (1845-1923) was interested in cathode rays. (See previous issue.) He also
had a special interest in the phenomenon of fluorescence. Certain minerals were known to fluoresce when cathode rays
struck them. Röntgen wanted to see the faint fluorescent effect better, so he surrounded his cathode ray tube with thin
black cardboard, to keep out room light. When he turned on the cathode ray tube, he noticed that a sheet of paper covered
with barium platinocyanide, which was situated near the cathode ray tube, was giving off light. The room lights were
off, and the cathode ray tube was completely shielded with the black paper. Even when he took the barium platinocyanide
into the next room and darkened the room, it would glow when the cathode ray tube was turned on next door!

Röntgen concluded that some form of radiation was coming from the cathode ray tube � a radiation that
penetrated opaque black paper (and a wall). It was soon discovered that the Röntgen rays could even pass through thin
pieces of metal! Röntgen called the mysterious new radiation X-rays. The discovery was made on November 5, 1895,
and within a very short time, the usefulness of these penetrating rays was discovered by medical doctors and dentists. In
1901, Röntgen was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for his vital discovery.

X-rays are a form of electromagnetic energy, like gamma radiation, ultraviolet radiation, visible light, infrared
rays and radio waves. They have longer wavelengths (lower energy) than gamma radiation, but have more energy than all
other types of electromagnetic radiation.

Figure 1

Figure 1 illustrates the parts of an old X-ray tube. The X-rays are produced when the high-energy cathode rays
(electrons) strike the tungsten target. A high voltage is applied to the electrodes to accelerate electrons to very high speed.
Great care must be taken in using X-rays, since they are harmful to human tissue.

X-Ray of Gord Stewart’s Right Thumb

Modern Uses of X-Rays: Medical applications include radiographs (X-Ray photographs), digital imaging, and computer
tomographic (CT) scanning. X-Rays are used in industry to scan materials for cracks and flaws and to check baggage for
illegal contents. Scientists use X-Rays in crystal research, to probe sub-atomic matter, and in astronomy.

(Article adapted from Chapter 13 of Gore, A Student’s Guide to Physics 11, Fourth Edition, 1997)
Next Issue: Serendipity in Physics: Discovery of Radioactivity
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Interesting Action at the BIG Little Science Centre
B.E.S.T. Kindergarten Class Comes to Visit Us

Left: Trevor Nixon isn’t sure whether to trust Gord Stewart with that glass of water. Will the water soak him when the
card is pulled away? Right: Trevor wants to feel the strange white material he can see in the glass. (It is actually a gel.
Diaper powder was hidden in the glass before water was added to it.) Gordon Gore Photos

Testing their ‘mental powers’, the whole kindergarten class tries to make a ‘test tube submarine’ sink in a pop bottle held
by Gordon Gore. Gord Stewart Photo
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Kamloops Exploration Group to Sponsor the

May 5 Invitational Science Camp at the BIG Little Science Centre

Our Third Invitational Science Day Camp will be sponsored by the Kamloops Exploration Group (KEG).
Sponsorship means that approximately 20 selected students from School District 73 can attend a full day of fun and
educational science activities at the BIG Little Science Centre, at no cost to the participants.

“The Kamloops Exploration Group (KEG) is a registered, non-profit society that serves the following purposes:
• To generally promote the interests of mining and prospecting for minerals, metals, and petroleum to the general

public
• To further the member's knowledge of mineral exploration and mining by offering informational lectures to

members and the general public
• To hold prospecting classes and promote other educational projects in connection with mining and prospecting,

and to further the general public's knowledge on the subject of Geoscience.”*
*Quoted from the KEG web site.

We sincerely thank the Kamloops Exploration Group for their generous support of his very worthwhile activity. The
first two invitational science camps were sponsored by the ASTTBC.

KEG 2008 Conference
BC Exploration: The Future of Mining will be at Forsters Convention Center April 1, 2, 2008

Some of My Favourite Science Teachers (2)
Gordon R. Gore

Physics Professor: Dr. Derek Livesey, UBC

Professor Derek Livesey visiting
in Mission (1990-1991)

Derek Livesey had a special interest in high school physics teaching. He was a physics
professor at the University of British Columbia, but he also had experience teaching
secondary students. During the 1960’s, he and other UBC physics people were offering
useful summer courses to secondary school physics teachers. Dr. Livesey gave a course
called Education 565 (Physics), which introduced us to the new PSSC Physics program.
The course was developed by a group of top physics people in the USA, but Dr. Livesey
was actively involved with the group and was especially qualified to introduce PSSC to
British Columbia teachers.

PSSC Physics was ‘my kind of course’. Essentially the idea was to concentrate
on the ‘big’ ideas of traditional physics, with some relatively modern concepts as well.
Instead of attempting to teach kids a little bit about everything, as in traditional courses,
a few core ideas were focused upon, with a lot of quality laboratory work. Students
were to get a feel for how the big ideas were worked out, by doing genuine hands-on
physics experiments on a regular basis.

Livesey also gave a summer course called Experimental Atomic Physics. This
was pure fun for yours truly.

Dr. Derek Livesey positively influenced many secondary physic teachers
during his stay at UBC. Sadly, he moved on to the East Coast. He later taught at the
University of Victoria. Derek died of cancer several years ago.


